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 Abstract.- This paper addresses the use of Radio Environment Maps (REMs) to support 
interference management optimization in heterogeneous networks composed of cells of different 
sizes and including both cellular and non-cellular (e.g., Wi-Fi) technologies. After presenting a 
general architecture for including REM databases in different network entities, the paper analyzes 
the achievable benefits in relation to specific interference management techniques, including a 
discussion on practical considerations such as information exchange requirements, REM ownership 
and security aspects. Finally, several research directions derived from the proposed framework are 
identified. 
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1 Introduction 
Recent years have witnessed an exponential growth in the demand for mobile broadband services 
associated with the massive penetration of mobile devices and the proliferation of bandwidth-
intensive applications. This trend is expected to continue to increase in the future with applications 
involving High Definition Video, virtual reality, etc. For the provisioning of such demanding 
services, the classical cellular network concept is being shifted toward Heterogeneous Networks 
(HetNets) [1] that combine large macrocells with smaller cells of different sizes. HetNets are 
expected to provide high capacities in densely populated areas and enhance coverage at specific 
locations (e.g., in indoor environments). They may also involve other access technologies, such as 
Wi-Fi, that can offload traffic from the cellular network. Although HetNets are already a reality in 
current Fourth Generation (4G) systems with the use of microcells, picocells and femtocells, they 
are expected to also be fundamental in future Fifth Generation (5G) systems that envisage extreme 
densification of small cells in certain scenarios.  
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The widespread introduction of small cells requires enhanced Inter-Cell Interference Coordination 
(eICIC) methods for controlling and mitigating interference whenever the same frequency is shared 
by different cells. Various techniques have been developed and can be classified as frequency-
domain techniques, time-domain techniques and power control techniques [2]. Frequency-domain 
techniques usually assign different frequency resources to users in the cells that can potentially 
cause interference [3]. In time-domain techniques, users suffering from interference are assigned 
resources in specific time periods where the interference is suppressed. Power control techniques 
adjust the transmitted power to reduce the interference generated to the victim users [4]. In addition, 
a proper user-to-cell association is essential to ensure that users are connected to the most 
convenient cell, and correspondingly, less interference is generated/received to/from the other cells. 
Moreover, when considering cellular and Wi-Fi networks (or other non-3GPP networks), it is also 
possible to reduce the interference in the cellular network by offloading traffic to the Wi-Fi 
network. This usually relies on the application of Access Network Discovery and Selection 
Function (ANDSF) and of the solutions proposed for so-called Hotspot 2.0 [5].  
Given the randomness associated with propagation effects, user mobility, and traffic generation, the 
development of optimized eICIC techniques requires proper knowledge about the environment 
wherein HetNets are deployed. In this direction, the term Radio Environment Map (REM) refers to 
a database that dynamically stores information about the environment wherein a cognitive radio 
system operates [6]. It includes information about propagation conditions, locations of active 
transmitters in the area, traffic density, etc. This information can be exploited to optimize wireless 
networks, as in [7], where different applicability areas of the REM concept were identified.  
Along these lines, this paper focuses on the use of REMs to support the optimization of eICIC for 
HetNets. In contrast to previous works, which have either identified different applicability areas of 
REMs or proposed specific algorithmic REM-based solutions to different problems, this paper 
intends to provide a comprehensive framework for how REMs can be used for interference 
management. For this purpose, the paper first addresses the architectural aspects associated with 
REMs. Then, it presents a detailed analysis of the benefits brought about by REMs in relation to 
specific eICIC techniques. The analysis includes a discussion of practical considerations such as 
information exchange requirements, REM ownership and security aspects. Finally, several research 
directions derived from the proposed framework are identified. 
2 REM architecture 
A REM functional architecture was proposed in [8], where the REM is composed of four main 
entities, namely, Measurement-Capable Devices (MCDs), which represent the network elements 
that perform measurements (e.g., terminals and sensors); a REM data Storage and Acquisition 
(REM SA) unit, which stores the data from the MCDs and the additional processed data; a REM 
manager, which requests measurements and extracts and processes the data from the REM SA; and 
a REM user as the entity using the REM data (e.g., a resource management entity or a policy 
manager).  
The mapping of REM functionalities to specific network elements is closely associated with the 
architecture of the considered wireless network. For example, assuming a Third Generation 
Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) architecture with only femtocells, denoted 
as Home evolved Node Bs (HeNBs), [8] proposed that the REM SA functionality can be split into 
two parts: acquisition, included in the HeNBs, and storage, in the HeNB Management System 
(HeMS). In turn, the REM Manager functionality is associated with the HeMS [9]. In a more 
general topology that also includes macrocells, denoted as evolved Node Bs (eNBs), the 
architecture in [7] considers a layered REM composed of several instances of the same REM 
functional architecture located at different network nodes. This facilitates scalability because each 
REM entity only contains information about its local environment. Each layer may include only a 
subset of the REM functionalities, depending on the considered application. The upper level in the 
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hierarchy is the REM entity at the network management subsystem of the operator. At lower levels, 
REM functionalities can be included in the Mobility Management Entity (MME), in the eNBs, in 
the HeNB GateWay (HeNB GW) or even in the User Equipments (UEs). 
The REM concept can be extended for scenarios with various access technologies. The tight 
integration of cellular networks with Wi-Fi (or, more generally, the integration of 3GPP with non-
3GPP networks) is proposed as a meaningful solution to address high-load situations because it 
enables the offloading of some traffic from the cellular network, thus contributing to interference 
reduction. One approach toward this direction is the deployment of integrated Femto-Wi-Fi (IFW) 
modules [10]. In this context the REM may also include information about the Wi-Fi network 
(served users, positions, etc.), thereby allowing for efficient data offloading. 
Taking as a reference the abovementioned approaches in an LTE heterogeneous cellular network 
with integrated Wi-Fi Access Points (APs), this paper identifies different architectural possibilities 
for implementing REM-based interference coordination. As the most general case, Figure 1 depicts 
a layered architecture whereby each eNB/HeNB contains a local REM entity with information 
about its local environment, and the MME and HeNB GW contain global REMs containing 
information at a large area level encompassing multiple eNBs/HeNBs. The global REM may 
include meta-information generated based on the fine-granularity data retrieved from the local 
REMs, which enables a macroscopic view and simplifies certain centralized decisions. 
Coordination between local REMs can be achieved through the X2 interface or through the global 
REM and S1 interface. With this layered approach, the local REM enables the support of localized 
resource management functionalities operating on short time scales, and an overall coordination at a 
lower rate can be achieved thanks to the global REM. This would be aligned with the current trend 
of shifting most of the decisions and operations as close as possible to the user, thereby contributing 
to latency reduction. 
In the case of using integrated cellular and Wi-Fi networks for data offloading, communication 
between the REMs managing only cellular users and the REMs contained in the Wi-Fi APs or the 
IFW module can be realized through pure IP connections and/or S2a/S2c interfaces (see Figure 1).  
Other possibilities can be derived from the architecture of Figure 1. One option would be a totally 
distributed architecture with only local REMs located at each eNB/HeNB and no global REMs. 
Coordination between REM instances to exchange information about neighboring cells could be 
achieved through the X2 interface. This solution may be efficient from the REM storage and 
management perspective because each REM only has to account for its local area. However, 
signaling associated with coordinating the different REM instances has to be considered as a 
function of the required information update rate, the amount of exchanged information, the 
computation and processing cost at each cell, etc.  
Another option arising from Figure 1 would be a fully centralized approach with only global REMs 
at the MME and HeNB GW. Each REM will contain information about all of the cells in the 
controlled area. This will facilitate coordination but may involve large complexities and storage 
requirements if the number of cells is high. Moreover, REM-based decisions may be executed at a 
lower rate than in the distributed or layered case because of the latencies associated with accessing 
the REM. The coordination between the global REMs at MME and HeNB GW can be achieved 
through the S1 interface. Similarly, the possibility of having only the REM at the MME controlling 
both the eNBs and the HeNBs can also be considered, although this may not be efficient in the case 
of a very large deployment of HeNBs.  
3 REM-based Interference Coordination Techniques in 
HetNets 
This section analyses the use of REMs in relation to specific eICIC techniques, illustrates the 
benefits and discusses the practical and architectural implications. 
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3.1 REM-based eICIC Techniques 
The use of REM as a support tool in interference management in HetNets is applicable to a variety 
of different categories of eICIC techniques.  
- Power control techniques:  
These techniques adjust the transmit power of certain base stations of the network to reduce the 
generated interference. In a HetNet topology, with eNBs and HeNBs that serve a closed subscriber 
group of users, a critical challenge is the interference from an HeNB to nearby co-channel 
Macrocell User Equipments (MUEs). In this case, the transmit power of the HeNBs should be 
adjusted to avoid or reduce interference to the victim MUE. In [11], a baseline approach was 
presented, wherein each HeNB autonomously adjusts its transmit power based on its own received 
power measurements from the eNB. The introduction of a local REM in HeNB can enhance the 
effectiveness of this approach using the radio propagation characteristics of the surrounding area 
and the location of the neighboring MUEs, HeNBs and eNBs. This is demonstrated in the REM-
based Autonomous HeNB Power Control (RAHPC) technique in which the HeNB uses the local 
REM to detect and locate the victim MUE and then it adjusts its transmission power to maintain a 
predefined Signal-to-Interference-and-Noise Ratio (SINR) target for the MUE [12]. Another 
proposal is REM-based Macrocell-Assisted Power Control (RMAPC), where the eNBs support the 
power adjustment of HeNBs by considering the contribution of each HeNB to the total interference 
and the impact on the outage of both MUEs and HeNB User Equipments (HUEs) [13]. In this case, 
the HeNBs’ local parameters are stored in the REM, and the eNB can use them to achieve the 
globally coordinated power adjustment.  
- Frequency domain techniques:  
In this category, the REM can support the optimal selection of sub-bands to be used in the 
macrocells and small cells, therein targeting the minimization of inter-cell interference. One 
approach is the Gibbs sampler-based technique originally proposed in [14] in the context of 
macrocell scenarios. Here, it is extended to a HetNet scenario by also considering its 
implementation based on the REM concept. In this technique, which is denoted in the following as 
REM-based Frequency Optimization (RFO), small cells use a single sub-band, while eNBs use two 
different sub-bands, one for the users located in the inner part of the cell and the other for the users 
located in the outer part of the cell. Then, at random instants defined by an exponential timer, each 
cell modifies the used sub-bands following a Gibbs-Boltzmann distribution that selects with higher 
probability those sub-bands where the cell receives and generates less interference to their neighbor 
cells. This is performed iteratively so that the system progressively reduces the total inter-cell 
interference. The estimation of the received and generated interference is performed based on the 
propagation losses between users and neighbor cells that are obtained from the REM. 
- Time-domain techniques:  
REM-related information can also be helpful in developing an optimal configuration of the muting 
periods of the macrocells, i.e., Almost Blank Subframes (ABS) [2], to enable interference-free small 
cell transmission. REM will help in the identification of small-cell users that are more sensitive to 
macrocell interference and in deciding how many ABSs are needed. 
- Wi-Fi offloading:  
Efficient data offloading from the cellular network via the Wi-Fi network (or, in general, via other 
non-3GPP networks) allows a decrease in the HeNB/eNB load, and consequently, it can simplify 
the interference management in the cellular network [15]. REM can be considered as a technical 
enabler for this offloading because it can contain information about the detailed locations of 
available Wi-Fi networks and their characteristics.  
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3.2 Architectural Considerations 
The selection of an eICIC technique impacts the choices derived from the architecture of Figure 1 
concerning the use of the local/global REMs or the type of stored information. The architectural 
considerations of the techniques described in the previous sub-section are presented in the 
following, and Table 1 lists the specific REM information used in each case. 
- Local REM information:  
The more dynamic parameters of the radio environment and the information that only affects a 
reduced number of nodes will be preferably stored in the local REMs because this would facilitate 
the REM updates. As shown in the examples in Table 1, this mainly includes radio-propagation-
related information, such as propagation losses, signal strengths, and the locations of certain nodes 
such as mobile terminals or HeNBs.  
- Global REM information:  
Usually, global REMs will store the less dynamic parameters or the parameters that may affect a 
high number of network nodes. As observed in Table 1, the stored information includes certain 
Quality of Service (QoS) metrics, the positions of eNBs and information related to available Wi-Fi 
access networks such as the ownership (e.g., private or public, fee-based access or free access, and 
with or without authorization), the quality of the IP addressing options and the parameters of the 
available backhauling options for each Wi-Fi.  
- Mapping of REM entities:  
In all of the strategies considered here, the local REM of each cell includes the REM manager and 
REM SA, and MCDs will be the mobile terminals and the cells, whose measurements will be used 
to build the REM data. 
3.3 Benefits 
The use of a REM in the abovementioned techniques improves the HetNet performance in terms of 
various metrics. 
- Capacity and throughput improvement:  
The information stored in the REMs helps increase the cell capacity and/or user throughput. To 
illustrate this, two examples are discussed. First, Figure 2 depicts the throughput gains that are 
obtained for MUEs with the RMAPC strategy in relation to a baseline solution where no REM-
based power control is applied. Two versions of the RMAPC mechanism are considered, which 
differ in their selection strategy of the set of HeNBs used to execute the power adjustment and the 
amount of power to reduce. The first version is more aware of HUEs’ performance degradation, and 
the second version prioritizes MUEs. Gains of 18% for MUEs are observed at the cost of a slight 
degradation of the HUEs’ throughput, which remains under their minimum requirements. 
Concerning the RFO technique, Figure 3 presents the capacity increase with respect to a reference 
scheme that assumes that eNBs follow a classical Fractional Frequency Reuse and that the sub-band 
allocated to a small cell is randomly selected among those not used by the closest eNB. Figure 3 
shows that, for the ideal case without errors where the REM information matches the real 
propagation losses (i.e., ε=0 dB in the figure), very significant capacity gains of between 30 and 
55% for small-cell users, depending on the inner cell radius of the eNBs, were observed with 
negligible impact on the capacity of MUEs. 
- MUE outage reduction:  
In the RAHPC technique, the use of REM can significantly reduce the MUE outage (i.e., the 
probability of being below the SINR target) with respect to the baseline scheme of [11]. This is 
illustrated in Figure 4 in a specific scenario with a transmitting co-channel HeNB in close proximity 
to an MUE [12]. The biggest improvement is observed for the case when the victim MUE is located 
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close to the eNB so that it receives a strong signal from this eNB. In this case, the outage is reduced 
by approximately 15% in the presented scenario. In this respect, it is envisaged that this type of 
technique can be useful in future scenarios with extreme densification of cells in certain areas, in 
which the situations with low signal strength will be reduced and the main challenge will be in the 
interference control. 
- Traffic offloading:  
The use of REM in Wi-Fi/cellular scenarios can lead to an efficient traffic offloading from the 
cellular network to the Wi-Fi network, which in turn simplifies the interference management in the 
cellular network. In particular, it is shown in [15] that up to 30% of the total traffic can be shifted to 
the Wi-Fi network without violating the QoS, assuming that the REM has perfect knowledge about 
current Wi-Fi channel utilization, Wi-Fi APs and small-cell base-stations locations.  
3.4 Practical aspects 
Interference management techniques compel the REM manager to obtain fast and reliable access to 
information from various sources (e.g., from cellular or other non-3GPP network elements or from 
dedicated sensor networks). Depending on the scenario and the applied algorithms, both dynamic 
and static information can be considered. The singularities of each case will dictate the best 
practical approach, thereby attempting to balance the accuracy of the utilized information, latency 
issues, processing complexity, and related management and security aspects. This section analyzes 
some of these practical considerations.     
- Information exchange:  
Because interference optimization techniques usually require short-time-scale interactions, direct 
interfaces, such as X2, enable fast data exchange between local REM entities. Signaling 
requirements will depend on the utilized technique. For example, in the RFO approach, each time 
the algorithm is executed, the local REM of a cell needs to receive information from its neighbor 
cells, including the propagation losses to the users of these cells and the transmit power in each sub-
band. Let us assume that the propagation loss for a user to a cell is encoded with LP bits, the 
transmit power per sub-band is encoded with LT bits, and the header of the REM message has LH 
bits. Then, for a total of Nbands sub-bands, NU users per cell, Nneigh neighbor cells and a decision 
procedure executed on average every ta s, the local REM signaling requirements per cell will be (LH 
+ Nu · LP +Nbands· LT)·Nneigh / ta (bits/s). In the scenario considered in Figure 3, assuming LH=16, 
LP=7, LT=4, Nneigh=20, Nbands=4, Nu=10, and ta=30 s, the REM signaling requirement is 68 bits/s per 
cell, which can be considered a quite acceptable value. In the case of more centralized solutions 
involving global REMs, solutions should be developed under the premise that only local databases 
are updated frequently, whereas information about global REMs is updated at a lower rate. This will 
reduce the signaling traffic in the backhaul links. 
- Building REM information:  
Various methods can be used to collect REM-related information. In feedback-based mechanisms, 
the network elements (eNBs, HeNBs, and terminals) collect/measure and report information related 
to channel gains, location, sub-band use, etc. However, additional mechanisms may be needed for 
certain techniques, such as the RAHPC approach, where the local REM in HeNB should estimate 
the location of victim MUEs that do not communicate their location to the HeNB. In this case, the 
incorporation of sensing capabilities in the HeNBs or the use of a dedicated sensor network in the 
HeNB vicinity should be considered.  
- Robustness against errors:  
The abovementioned REM building process will impact the reliability of the stored information, 
which in turn will influence the performance achieved by a REM-based interference management 
technique. To illustrate this point, Figure 3 presents the capacity gain achieved by the FCO 
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technique as a function of the error in the propagation losses stored in the REM. For each value, the 
error is modeled as a uniformly distributed random variable in the range [-ε,ε] dB. It is observed 
that, as the REM error increases, the capacity improvements are progressively reduced, although 
continuing to maintain significant values, revealing the robustness against errors in the considered 
approach. 
- REM ownership and management:  
In the context of interference management, a natural approach is that the REM is owned and 
managed by the cellular network operator, who will have complete control over the REM 
functionalities. In the case of multi-operated HetNets, such as when a Wi-Fi network belongs to a 
different provider than the cellular operator, or when different cellular operators cooperate for 
interference coordination purposes (e.g., when shared or unlicensed spectrum is used), three 
possible solutions can be identified for REM management and ownership. The first option is that 
each operator possesses its own databases, and a dedicated and secured protocol is used for data 
exchange among 3GPP and non-3GPP networks1. In this case, a REM user will have access to the 
REMs of its operator but will also indirectly benefit from the local and global REMs of cooperating 
operators. A second option is a hybrid solution whereby some operators decide to merge their REM 
databases or apply techniques for transparent data sharing. Finally, another option is the 
establishment of a third-party dedicated provider responsible for REM construction and 
management. This solution does not exclude the existence of local and global REMs by each 
operator.  
- Security and privacy:  
From the user perspective, because the REM databases may store sensitive information for 
interference coordination purposes, security and privacy constitute significant challenges. Privacy 
threats against personal information, such as fine-grained user locations, should be addressed in 
order not to disclose this information against the users’ will. When the REM owner is the operator, 
the REM should be accessible only from entities residing within the network operator itself, which 
will ensure that the REM contents will have a similar level of security than other elements of the 
operator network. Then, users’ data integrity and confidentiality can be guaranteed at the same level 
as the private data of all the mobile users. The same situation occurs for data that the operator does 
not want to disclose to others. In the hybrid solution whereby some operators merge their databases, 
information exchange with non-3GPP networks can be realized by dedicated secured protocols 
(e.g., IPSec), but again, the ownership and security assurances remain under the auspices of the 
network operators. In that sense, an extension of existing intra-network security solutions could be 
envisioned for the secure access of the REM. In the case where the interconnecting databases are 
under the management of a third-party entity, additional security mechanisms should be designed. 
Therefore, the relevant regulatory bodies and the operators must determine the best approach to 
protect the information. 
4 Research directions 
The analysis of previous sections paves the way for further research directions related to REM 
applicability for interference management in HetNets. In this respect, the following main directions 
are identified: 
- More sophisticated eICIC techniques can be developed by combining the dimensions of power, 
frequency, time and user-to-cell association into a multi-parameter optimization framework 
supported by REMs. REM information will allow the identification of users that are more sensitive 
                                                 
1 For example, the Next Generation Hotspot certified with Wi-Fi Certified Passpoint™, from which rich information on the Wi-Fi 
network can be obtained. 
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to interference in each situation and adjustment of different parameters accordingly. For example, 
the adequate number of ABSs should be decided to properly protect these users while 
simultaneously not excessively degrading the performance of the remaining users of the macrocells. 
Similarly, depending on the characteristics of the scenario, it may be more convenient to allow 
transmission at a reduced power in certain subframes instead of completely muting the transmission 
during ABSs. In addition, some subframes can be configured by reserving certain resources in the 
frequency domain for users located in certain areas of the cell (e.g., the small-cell users located at 
the edge). These combined techniques require setting multiple parameters (e.g., number of ABSs, 
transmit powers, and fraction of reserved resources); thus, their optimization requires accurate 
knowledge of the conditions that each user/cell is experiencing to properly assess the impact of the 
variations in each parameter on the achieved performance. Specific challenges in this context 
include the placement of the optimization algorithms, the representation of the REM parameters, the 
update rate, and the accuracy of the stored information.  
- Interference management will be a key component in scenarios with extreme densification of cells 
in certain areas (e.g., malls and stadiums). In these scenarios, a terminal may receive high signal 
levels from a very large number of cells, thus requiring more efficient solutions to interference 
coordination and user-to-cell association. In such complex environments, the multi-layered REM 
will address the optimization of interference coordination in a simpler manner and facilitate 
scalability, e.g., by clustering the local REMs of cells with stronger interactions under the control of 
a global REM. 
- Novel architectural paradigms, such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Software 
Defined Networking (SDN), are envisaged to facilitate the introduction of the REM concept. NFV 
refers to the software implementation of network functions running on general purpose 
computing/storage resources. This can be applied to radio access in the form of a cloud-Radio 
Access Network (C-RAN). SDN refers to decoupling network control and data planes, thereby 
enabling the implementation of control functions as software applications running on top of an SDN 
controller that provides a programmatic interface to the network. Through SDN/NFV, local/global 
REMs could be implemented as virtual databases supporting the interference control functions 
implemented as software packages. In this manner, the system becomes substantially more adaptive 
and flexible and can be used to dynamically optimize the information split between local/global 
REMs and quickly introduce new stored parameters as needed by the interference control functions.  
- Further challenges arise in the evolution toward heterogeneous 5G systems involving multiple 
technologies, a wider range of spectrum bands (e.g., millimeter waves and unlicensed bands), 
additional types of wireless links (e.g., backhaul and Device-to-Device) and new interworking 
challenges. REMs may support advanced optimization algorithms for interference coordination, 
efficient sharing of unlicensed bands, energy-efficient user-to-cell associations as well as 
backhauling aspects, e.g., to identify/predict the existence of a line-of-sight link between access 
points. The vision of a converged network, or network of networks with close cooperation between 
them, can also be facilitated through REMs that provide the contextual information to make 
decisions affecting such cooperation. 
5   Conclusions 
This paper has proposed the use of REMs for supporting interference management in HetNets. A 
general layered architecture including global and local REM databases in the context of a network 
with both cellular and Wi-Fi technologies has been suggested. The benefits and architectural 
implications of REMs have been illustrated for various specific techniques, and we have discussed 
the achievable gains in terms of capacity or outage reduction, including considerations of ownership 
and security. The paper has concluded with a list of research challenges derived from the presented 
framework. 
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Figure 1. Layered REM architecture  
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Figure 2. Throughput gain for macrocell users for Constant Bit Rate flows with the 
RMAPC technique 
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Figure 3. Increase in the downlink average capacity per user achieved by the RFO 
technique for different values of the REM information error ε. The results are presented 
for a scenario with 12 eNBs and 8 small cells with radius 500m and 100m, respectively. 
Two values of the eNB inner cell radius Rin are considered, namely, 200 and 350 m, 
corresponding to transmit powers of the inner part of 28 and 37 dBm, respectively. The 
transmit power for the outer users is 43 dBm, and the transmit power of the small cells is 
20 dBm. The propagation models are from [14].   
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Figure 4. Average MUE outage for various distances between the eNB and the MUE (eNB 
radius R = 1 km). The MUE is placed in a random position close to a co-channel HeNB 
(inside or outside the house) with a SINR target of 3dB in a suburban scenario. Details of 
simulation parameters can be found in [12].   
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Table 1.- Categorization of the parameters in the Local/global REM databases and how they 
are used in the different strategies 
Category of parameters 
REM-based 
Autonomous 
HeNB Power 
Control 
(RAHPC) 
REM-based 
Macrocell-
Assisted 
Power Control 
(RMAPC) 
REM-based 
Frequency 
Optimization 
(RFO) 
Wi-Fi 
offloading 
Local REM 
Locations of 
nodes 
HeNB, UE 
locations UE locations  
AP location, 
UE location 
Radio-related 
information 
 
Propagation 
losses between 
network 
elements 
Macro and 
HeNB UE 
quality 
indicators, 
signal strength 
of victim 
MUEs, HUEs 
in outage 
Propagation 
losses between 
users and cells 
Received 
power level 
from APs and 
cells 
Transmit power   
Transmit power 
per Resource 
Block in each 
HeNB 
Transmit power 
in each sub-
band 
Transmit power 
of different 
nodes 
List of 
neighbor cells  
Set of 
interfering 
HeNBs for 
each macro UE 
victim 
Set of 
interfering cells 
for each cell 
Set of neighbor 
APs 
Global REM 
QoS metrics SINR target SINR target   
Locations of 
nodes eNB locations   eNB locations 
Wi-Fi-related 
information    
Occupancy of 
the Wi-Fi 
channels, 
utilization level 
of IP 
connections, 
type of AP 
(fee-based 
access or free 
access, public 
or private) 
 
 
